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Buying Guide

Overview
Virtual server, VSI, virtual machine, virtual instance,
computing instance – there are lot of ways to refer
to what is essentially the same thing: A “virtualized”
cloud server. The term “virtual machine” is actually
one of the oldest ways to refer to these virtualized
cloud servers. The most popular way is to call them
virtual servers – so we’ll use that language for
consistency here. But when you also come across the
terms, virtual server instance (VSI), virtual private
server (VPS), or computing instance, rest assured,
they’re all referring to the virtualization of a physical
server.
And virtual servers are everywhere you look. Why?
Simply put, virtual servers increase your server’s
capacity, allowing you to improve the way you use
your infrastructure. This in turn lowers your costs for
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short and long-term usage. It also takes minutes to
create a virtual server.
Most users “rent” virtual servers from a service
provider like IBM. Not everyone wants to purchase
a virtual server and maintain it in an on-premises
data center of their own, as this requires more time,
money, security, and resources. If you rent a virtual
server, the servers are managed by the provider,
so you don’t have to. Virtual servers also “play well
with others” – and are reasonably easy to integrate
into and with hybrid cloud scenarios, containerizes
services, mobile services, hosting services, VDI
environments, and modern applications/software.
Here’s how to find the best virtual server for your
budget and workload.
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Purpose-built for you
It’s important to first consider your current OS, any
legacy applications you need to run, any certified
workloads you have, scalability needs, seasonal or
long-term spikes in usage, budget constraints, etc.
Let’s take a look at the main feature options you’ll
see when exploring for virtual servers and what each
of them can do for you.
Single or multi-tenant
Multi-tenant, public virtual servers allow users to
share resources (like networking bandwidth, storage,
CPU power, and more) within a public or private
cloud, lowering costs. You can still provision, change,
and use your own resources as you see fit. Your
data remains self-contained and untouchable from
others on the server, yet visible. So, if you have highly
sensitive data that needs more isolation, or you need
more control, a multi-tenant virtual server wouldn’t
be the best fit.
For maximum control, security, isolation, and
compliance you need a private, single-tenant virtual
server – often referred to as a dedicated virtual
server, or dedicated host. These include affinity
and anti-affinity support, post-deployment control,
and inclusive billing at the host level. It’s important
to note, not all virtual server providers or virtual
servers portfolios offer dedicated options at the
hypervisor level.
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Baseline architecture and operating system
Choosing the right vCPU model and OS for your
virtual server depends on several factors, including
the feature sets and options that architecture and
OS comes with. Taking a look at your current needs
and preferences also plays a role. Intel, AMD,
and IBM Power Systems processors are the three
common brands you’ll come across when choosing
vCPUs. In terms of performance, when you compare
processors from each vendor with similar speed,
features and number of cores, they tend to be equal.
Because Intel and AMD continually release new
processor families, you should check which currently
has the latest technology as you make a decision
between the two. All three vCPU options work well
in hypervisor, or virtualized settings – so it's really
a matter of brand preference when it comes to your
choice.
The image, or operating system (OS) tends to be a
point of operation preference as well. Quality virtual
server providers should offer the latest versions of
CentOS, Red Hat, Ubuntu, Microsoft, and Debian for
you to choose from – as well as options to bring your
own customized image or OS.
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Pre-set profiles
and customization
Pre-configured virtual server instance profiles
help take the guesswork out of provisioning – and
they also help reduce costs up to 30%. A quality
virtual server provider should help you simplify
and accelerate the deployment of your compute
resources by providing a selection instance profiles
that help align your needs to cloud infrastructure
resources. Instance profiles are designed to support
common and modern workloads, including cloudnative application development, web hosting,
hybrid clouds, intense graphics, memory intensive
processing, CPU-intensive processing, and database
workloads. Each instance profile is designed to
provide dependable performance so you don’t have
to oversubscribe or undersubscribe your resources.
You’ll also see options to build and provision your
virtual server from the ground up, without pre-set
options. While instance profiles can help save you
time and money; completely customizable virtual
servers give you added control and choice at every
level. Customization options should always include
flexible vCPU configurations (at least up to 64
vCPUs), versatile local and attached storage, and
extensive memory options for RAM. You don't want
to cut corners on memory, because it's often the first
resource to get used up. Not having enough memory
on a virtual server will limit your performance and
extend your vCPU drain considerably.
Billing-usage options
Virtual servers should be fast, scalable, flexible,
secure—and affordable. A lot of virtual server
providers may be competitively priced, but
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compromise on the capabilities and billing options
they provide. Here are a few key pricing options
you’ll want to look out for when provisioning a virtual
server.
– Per-month/hour/minute billing: Pay-as-you-use
is a must-have feature for virtual servers. Monthly
billing is the most common pricing feature you’ll
see across virtual server providers. Few provide
pricing at the hourly level, or even by-the-minute.
– Suspend billing: Want to power down and quickly
reclaim your virtual server? Look for a suspend
feature. When powered down, your servers are
kept fully intact – no need to re-provision or reconfigure network settings all over again. Boot
back up to full use within minutes. It’s as simple
as that. Plus, you don’t have to pay for the hours
you’re not actively using – power down during your
off-peak times and pay only for what you actively
use.
– Transient or “spot” billing: When you don’t want
to pay full price for temporary workloads, a spot
is created when unused capacity is available,
and will be de-provisioned on a first-on, first-off
basis. Transient options are ideal for flexible, nonproduction workloads.
– Reserved billing: Ideal for sustained workloads,
reserved pricing options for virtual servers
typically come with a yearly contract and monthly
payments on that contract. You then have the
ability to reserve a set of up to X number of
specific virtual servers in the data center of your
choice – and claim them at any time.
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Network orchestration layer
Fast provisioning and network speeds can help you
quickly modernize your virtual server resources
and workloads. When shopping, take a close look at
the data center locations you can choose from, the
regions and zones they span, and which network
features they provide when it comes to speed and
fast provisioning. Here are a few key networking
options you'll want to consider.
– Software-defined networks: A software-defined
network orchestration layer eliminates the pod
boundary of virtual servers, creating highly
scalable capacity. The network orchestration layer
handles all the networking for all virtual servers
that across data centers, regions, and zones. With
software-defined networking capabilities, you
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have more options for VPNs, LBaaS, multi-vNIC
instances, and larger subnet sizes.
– Advanced capabilities: Bridge more gaps with the
ability to create multiple virtual private clouds in
multi-zone regions, IP address range selection,
virtual firewalls, (security groups and network
ACLs), site-to-site virtual private networks (VPN),
and load balancing (LBaaS) with elasticity.
– Global backbones: Wherever you want to deploy
your resources, a good cloud provider should have
that geo-specific option. Global networks can help
you deploy locally and scale globally – maximizing
your choice and control over how you get your data
to your users.
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Built-in security for
regulated workloads
Automated, continuous compliance and securityrich deployment architectures are essential for
workloads that operate in highly regulated industries,
like financial services, healthcare, and civil service
entities. Your cloud provider needs to deliver a
virtual server framework with the exact security
controls you’re required to operate within. And that
framework needs to be transparent. You should
have full control of the stack for audit purposes, right
down to the serial number of the virtual server. Below
you can see our top considerations for managing
stringent industry regulations and sensitive data in a
public virtual server environment.

– Encryption with bring your own key (BYOK),
keep your own key (KYOK), and the highest
commercially available security certification, which
is FIPS 140-2 Level 4
– Access restrictions for identity, role-based
administration and user access
– Isolation for SDN control plane from workload
clusters and public internet, separate edge cluster
and gateway management
– Backup and disaster recovery with optional DR and
high-availability clusters
– Continuous compliance with managementauditing, monitoring, and prevention
– Unified policies for security and network across
management stack and workload clusters
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Hidden costs
Virtual server costs need to support your bottom
line at every step of the way along your public
cloud journey. You need opportunities for savings
regardless of your particular workload use case, your
ability to make upfront payments, the technology
you use in your set up, or the data centers you deploy
from. Whichever cloud provider you choose – keep in
mind – it is their responsibility to help you optimize
your infrastructure spend for significant savings, ease
of use, and innovation. Avoid the below scenarios
when searching for a virtual server cloud provider.
– Vendor lock-in: Fear of vendor lock-in has
quickly become a widespread concern – and for
good reason. Being unable to move to another
virtual server provider without being hit with
large fees, technical problems, or legal issues is
one of the biggest hurdles companies often find
themselves up against. Don’t let your data fall
hostage to one cloud. With each cloud choice that
a company makes, comes a set of assumptions
around everything from the developer tooling to
the application capabilities they use. By overrelying on one public cloud virtual sever provider,
companies can place themselves on a set path and
find it difficult to change over time.
– Bandwidth and data transfer: Ingress and egress
costs are one of the biggest financial challenges
that IT teams face. Some providers offer low-cost
or no-cost packages for the first month of service
– temping headlines – but rates nonetheless that
maybe not serve your budget over time. Be sure to
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look for virtual server providers that offer several
bandwidth packages to choose from, and no-cost
inbound and outbound transfers within network
for the duration of your account. Transfers out
of network are typically charged per GB tier with
bandwidth offered as an allotment for each month.
As an example, 250 GB may be included with each
virtual server. However, some out-of-network
transfer fees can be brutal to your bottom line.
Even charges of cents per gigabyte will quickly add
up. You’ll really want to study the small print and
investigate with your entire team (upfront) on your
granular bandwidth and data transfer needs – not
only during typical operations, but also during
seasonal spikes.
– No consumption-based approach: Some virtual
server providers only provide pre-set pricing
packages in small, medium, and large options.
This type of tiered pricing only provides so much
freedom of choice and flexibility – and moreover
– absolutely no customization. Overspending is
far too easy to do when your usage spends don’t
appropriately reflect your actual usage. When it
comes to pricing options, more is always more.
Look for monthly, hourly, and even per-second
usage options that let you pay-as-you-use. Also,
watch out for hidden fees when it comes to virtual
server hosting contracts. Pricing should be upfront and always 100% transparent.
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Essentials to always look for
in every cloud provider
– Reliable support: Ensure 24/7 customer support
by phone, email and chat and that a real person
is there to help you through critical IT situations.
Note which virtual server providers offer additional
services (paid support) for more hands-on backing.
– Managed options: Does the cloud provider offer
both unmanaged and managed solutions? If you
don’t know virtualization technology, consider
a provider that’ll be responsible for setup,
maintenance and ongoing performance monitoring.
– Software and hardware integration: Will your
virtual server environment play well with others?
Operating systems, third party software, open
source technology, dedicated servers, and
applications help you deliver more solutions
across your business. Make sure your provider
offers dedicated, bare metal server hosting as well.
Virtual servers in the same environment as bare
metal servers, over the same private VLAN, make
for better traffic routes, less latency, and excellent
interoperability. Find a virtual server provider that
partners with the industry’s most-used software
suppliers and stay away from vendor lock-ins.
– High-quality network and infrastructure: How up
to date is the infrastructure your new virtual server
will run on? This includes dependable bare metal
servers, modern data centers, and the network
backbone. A cloud provider should be able to
deliver state-of-the-art hardware and high-speed
networking technology. Traffic should be 100%
owned and operated by the provider with cost-free
backend bandwidth options, multiple bandwidth
and high-speed private options, public and private
ports, fast data ingesting, hands-off peering, and
geo-redundant spreads.
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– Location, location, location: The closer the data is
to your users, the less hassles you’ll run into with
latency, security, and timely service delivery. A
good global network of scattered data centers and
POP locations is central to having data where and
when you need it most.
– Backup and recovery: What plan does your cloud
provider have in place for keeping your virtual
servers up and running? Do they also provide
add-on backup and redundancy options for your
virtualized environment? Continuous operation is
critically important to many enterprises and worth
the investment of time and resources.
– Scalability ease: How easy will it be for you to spin
up, spin down, reserve, pause, and update your
virtual server? The word you want to hear most
when it comes to virtual server scalability is “ondemand.”
– Varied CPU configurations: Not every virtual
server configuration fits every workload during
every season of usage. Be sure to look for a virtual
server provider that delivers varied configuration
packages for both single and multi-tenant
requirements.
– Security layers: Your business data is currency
in the highest form. Private network lines, federal
data center options, built-in encryption features,
and meeting regulatory compliance standards are
essential to protecting your most valuable asset.
– Seamless migration support: Any virtual server
provider should be able to help you lift and
shift between hybrid, on-premise and off-prem
environments. Look for full data ingest, over-thenetwork and application-led migration options.
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IBM Cloud Virtual
Servers for VPC
IBM Cloud Virtual Servers for VPC provide fast
provisioning, high network performance, greater
throughput and enhanced isolation.
– Define and control your virtual networks in logically
isolated segments of the IBM public cloud.
– Deploy and scale your virtual compute resources
with virtual networks to adapt to your business
needs.
– Use this type of accelerated environment for cloudnative applications and workloads that require
greater availability through zone architecture.
– Use bring-your-own-IP (BYOIP)-address range
for non-disruptive connectivity of cloud and onpremises resources.
– Use bring-your-own-key (BYOK) enhanced security
to encrypt block volumes with a customer-managed
key.
– Leverage higher throughput, with up to 80 Gbps
network performance.
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IBM Cloud Virtual Servers for VPC are ideal for:

Building cloud-native applications

Development and testing workloads

Use this type of accelerated
environment for cloud-native
applications and workloads that
require greater availability through
zone architecture.
Web and application hosting

Get details →
Get pricing information →
Find out how to get started →
Order now →
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IBM Cloud Virtual Servers
for Classic Infrastructure
IBM Cloud Virtual Servers for Classic are our previous
generation virtual machines (VMs) available in all IBM
Cloud data centers worldwide. VMs are deployed to
the same VLANS as physical servers, enabling you
to spread workloads across virtual servers and bare
metal servers while maintaining interoperability.
– Leverage the computational power of the GPU
processors for your machine learning and deep
learning applications.
– Spin up instances on demand and help keep costs
to a minimum with hourly and monthly pricing
options.
– Save time and money by reserving virtual servers
in advance or opt into pay-as-you-use billing for
temporary capacity.
– Have every IBM Cloud virtual server guaranteed,
with no over-subscription on core or RAM.
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IBM Cloud Virtual Servers for Classic Infrastructure
are ideal for:

High-performance computing (HPC)

AI and analytics, including machine
learning and deep learning

Multitiered web applications

Get details →
Get pricing information →
Find out how to get started →
Order now →
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IBM Power Systems
Virtual Servers
IBM Power® Systems Virtual Servers deliver
IBM POWER9™ VMs on the IBM Cloud public
infrastructure-as-a-service platform. These costconscious virtual servers are for IBM AIX® and
IBM i clients that want to enhance a variety of onpremises workloads with the scalability, flexibility
and efficiency of the cloud. It’s the best of IBM
POWER® and the best of IBM Cloud in a single,
convenient, economical, self-managed, pay-as-youuse environment.
– Build a separate and secure sandbox environment
to test your AIX or IBM i workloads, new OS
versions or next-generation hardware.
– Design a hybrid cloud environment and host your
AIX and IBM i applications in the public cloud —
with more scalability and flexibility to ramp up or
down when you need to.

IBM Power Systems Virtual Servers are ideal for:
Development and testing of
POWER applications

Disaster Recovery

Running enterprise POWER
workloads

Get details →
Get pricing information →
Find out how to get started →
Order now →

– Set up an offsite disaster recovery data center
in the location you need it, without acquiring or
growing new data center capital.
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IBM Cloud VMware
Solutions Shared
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions Shared enables
you to provision your VMware workloads with
ultimate capacity, flexibility and scalability. Whether
you’re looking to begin your cloud journey with a
development and testing environment, a disaster
recovery site, or a full enterprise-grade hybrid cloud
transformation, IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions
Shared is designed to provide a cost-effective, selfservice entry to the cloud for your VMware workloads
within minutes.
This offering delivers a familiar look and feel so that
you can leverage your existing VMware resources,
skills and operational tooling.
– Low startup cost: You can start as small as 1 vCPU
and 1 GB RAM and expand to any extent when
you’re ready.
– Cost-effective disaster recovery: This is a costefficient deployment option for a cloud disaster
recovery site for your VMware workloads, where
VMs are consumed for short periods of time with
fluctuating capacity requirements.

IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions Shared is ideal for:
Rapid or temporary migration of
VMware workloads to the cloud

Capacity expansion of VMware
workloads

Building a disaster recovery
environment for VMware workloads

Get details →
Get pricing information →
Find out how to get started →
Order now →

– Reduction in IT expense and offloading of Day
2 operations: Because IBM Cloud for VMware
Solutions Shared is managed by IBM, you will no
longer have to perform operations like patching,
upgrading and monitoring.
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IBM Cloud Hyper
Protect Virtual Servers
IBM Cloud Hyper Protect Virtual Servers — built
on the security-rich IBM LinuxONE platform and
powered by IBM Z® technologies — can give you
complete control and authority over your businesssensitive workloads. No one but you, not even IBM
Cloud admins, can access your workloads.
– Extend and consume on-premises LinuxONE
resources in the cloud for faster development,
testing and backup, without sacrificing security.
– Bring high resiliency and low latency to your
mission-critical workloads. Every instance is built
as a highly available clustered configuration with
multizone region (MZR) support.
– Help satisfy regulatory compliance by providing
controls on external and privileged user access to
the contents of the virtual server.
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IBM Cloud Hyper Protect Virtual Servers are ideal for:
Development and testing of
LinuxONE applications

Disaster recovery for
LinuxONE workloads

Geo expansion of LinuxONE
applications

Get details →
Get pricing information →
Find out how to get started →
Order now →
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Resources
Provision and scale virtual machines
on demand.
To learn more about IBM Cloud virtual servers, visit:
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/virtual-servers/

Choose the best virtual server option to
help you migrate and modernize
your resources.
Learn more about IBM Cloud virtual server options:
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/virtual-servers/options
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